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Abstract—This paper presents our methods developed for
Ad-hoc Video Search (AVS) and Activities in Extended Video
(ActEV) tasks in TRECVID 2020. Our AVS method is based
on embeddings that map visual features and textual descriptions
into a common space [1], so that the relevance of each shot to a
topic can be computed. The embedding model in our method is
trained on Conceptual Captions dataset [2] that contains more
than 3 million image-caption pairs. Visual features for images and
the ones for shots in V3C1 dataset are extracted using ResNeXt
WSL, which is pre-trained in a weakly-supervised fashion on 940
million social media images with 1500 noisy hashtags and finetuned using ImageNet dataset [3]. The MAP of the submitted
result (F P C D kindai ogu.20 1) is 0.133. Also, the progress
subtask reveals that the performance of our this year’s method
is significantly higher than that of last year’s one. This indicates
the importance of using large-scale data to train an embedding
model. Furthermore, our own experiments show an interesting
relation of retrieval performances to the size of training data and
the number of frames analysed for each shot.
Our ActEV method focuses on capturing spatio-temporal
relations among objects involved in an event. To this end, our
method firstly detect objects in a segment of 100 frames using
M2Det [4], which is a multi-scale object detection trained on
MS COCO dataset [5]. The segment is then represented by
a graph created by connecting objects that are spatially and
temporally close to each other. Here, each object is characterised
by a visual feature extracted with SE-ResNeXT-101 [6] trained
on ImageNet dataset. Afterwards, our method builds a SpatialTemporal Graph Convolutional Network (ST-GCN) [7] that
abstracts the feature of each object in a graph into a higherlevel one by integrating features of connected objects. Finally,
such abstracted features are merged to examine the occurrence
of each of 35 events. The submitted result (kindai ogu baseline)
got a partial AUDC of 0.9682.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We are continuously participating in TRECVID to make
an objective performance comparison between our system
and systems developed all over the world [8]. This year we
participated in Ad-hoc Video Search (AVS) [9] and Activities
in Extended Video (ActEV) tasks. For AVS task, we aim to
examine the effect of the scale of training data on a retrieval
performance. Specifically, models used in our last year’s
method [10] were mainly trained on 410K image-caption pairs
contained in MS COCO dataset [5]. Compared to this, the
model used in this year’s model is trained on 3M imagecaption pairs in Conceptual Captions (CC) [2]. Apart from

the official evaluation, we examine a further larger training
dataset that is the combination of CC and MS COCO datasets.
In addition, we investigate the effect of analysing multiple
frames on a retrieval performance. This shows an interesting
result that the performance improvement by analysing multiple
frames is significantly reduced when using a model trained
on a large-scale dataset. In other words, such a model can
reasonably predict contents that are invisible in the keyframe
of a shot, and its performance is not so much improved by
analysing more frames.
For ActEV task, an occurrence of an event is thought to be
characterised by specific object appearances and their spatiotemporal relations. For example, an occurrence of the event
“person opens trunk” should involve a characteristic pose of
a person to open the trunk of a car, and a specific appearance
of the car with the trunk open. In addition, the person and
the car must be spatially close to each other. To capture such
object appearances and spatio-temporal relations, a SpatialTemporal Graph Convolutional Network (ST-GCN) [7] is used
to abstract the visual feature of an object into a higher-level
one by integrating features of spatially and temporally close
objects. More concretely, each video segment is represented
by a graph indicating the connectivities of objects that are
spatially and temporally close to each other. Then, an STGCN is trained on such graphs so as to attain object feature
abstraction that is useful for accurate event detection.
II. AVS TASK
This section firstly presents our AVS method based on
visual-semantic embeddings that project visual features and
textual descriptions into a common space. Then, the results
obtained by the official evaluation are described. Finally, the
results acquired by our internal experiments are discussed.
A. Method
Our AVS method is based on VSE++ that is a simple but
effective model for visual-semantic embeddings [1]. VSE++
consists of an image encoder that extracts a visual feature
from an image, a text encoder that extracts a textual feature
from a caption, and Fully-Connected (FC) layers that map
the visual and textual features into a common space. A pretrained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is usually used

as the image encoder. The text encoder is implemented using
a network consisting of a word embedding layer followed
by a layer of Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU). Given a training
dataset, the text encoder and FC layers are optimised so that
the visual feature of an image and the textual feature of the
corresponding caption are projected close to each other in
the common space. In addition, the optimisation aims the
projection where the projected feature of an image (or a
caption) is distant from the projected features of irrelevant
captions (or images). For more details, please refer to our last
year’s notebook paper [10].
We extend VSE++ used in our last year’s method for the following two points: First, MS COCO dataset containing 410K
image-caption pairs [5] and Flickr 30K dataset containing
30K image-caption pairs [11] were used last year. In contrast,
this year we use a much larger dataset, Conceptual Captions
(CC) containing more than 3M image-caption pairs [2], in
order to build a more accurate VSE++ model. Second, we
change the image encoder from ResNet152 [12] pre-trained on
1.28M images in ImageNet dataset [3] to ResNeXt-101 WSL
(32x48d) [13], which is pre-trained in weakly-supervised fashion on 940M social media images with 1.5K noisy hashtags
and fine-tuned using ImageNet dataset. As reported in [13],
ResNeXt-101 WSL achieves much better performances than
ResNet152. Thus, the former is expected to work as a much
better image encoder in VSE++.
B. Results
Fig. 1 shows the ranking of methods developed for AVS task
(fully automatic category). Each method is ranked based on its
MAP over 30 queries in the main task. As shown in Fig. 1, the
MAP of our submitted run is 0.133. Fig. 2 presents the ranking
of methods for AVS’s progress subtask. These methods were
developed last year and this year. By comparing them on the
same topics, one can see the performance improvement from
last year. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the MAP of our this
year’s method is much higher than those of our four methods
developed last year. This validates the importance of using a
large-scale dataset to train VSE++.

examining whether a further better performance is attained
when using a larger dataset than CC. For this, CC including 3M image-caption pairs is combined with MS COCO
dataset (newest version) including 0.6M image-caption pairs,
so as to create a dataset with 3.6M pairs. In addition, it is
traditionally said that analysing multiple frames in a shot
improves a performance. Hence, the following two projections
using VSE++ are compared. The first is to project the visual
feature of the keyframe of a shot into the common space.
The second projection starts with equidistantly sampling 10
additional frames from a shot in addition to the keyframe.
Then, average-pooling is used to aggregate visual features of
these 11 frames into a single feature, which is finally projected
into the common space1 .
Fig. 3 shows a performance comparison among four variants
of retrieval methods that are defined by a different combination
of a training dataset and a number of analysed frames. Specifically, CC-1 uses VSE++ trained on CC and only analyses
the keyframe of a shot while the same VSE++ is used to
analyse 11 frames in CC-11. Similarly, CC+COCO-1 and
CC+COCO-11 use VSE++ trained on CC combined with MS
COCO dataset, but the former analyses only the keyframe
while the latter considers 11 frames. The rightmost set of four
bars presents the MAPs of the above-mentioned variants. The
comparison between CC-1’s MAP (0.091) and CC+COCO-1’s
MAP (0.115) validates the effectiveness of using a larger training dataset than CC. By comparing CC-1’s MAP to CC-11’s
MAP (0.127) verifies the significant performance improvement
by analysing multiple frames in a shot. However, CC+COCO11’s MAP is 0.128 that is slightly better than CC+COCO-1’s
MAP. This means that, for CC+COCO-1 that already achieves
a high performance, analysing multiple frames only yields a
very small improvement. A deeper investigation leads us to the
conclusion that a high performance model like CC+COCO1 can perform reasonable prediction of contents which are
invisible in the keyframe of a shot, so only analysing that
keyframe is enough for such a model.
III. ACT EV TASK
This subsection firstly presents our event detection method
based on an ST-GCN, and then shows the official result
obtained by it.
A. Method

Fig. 1. Ranking of methods developed for AVS task (main task).

Fig. 4 illustrates our event detection method. It firstly
extracts segments from a video by sliding a window of 100
frames with a stride of 50 frames. More precisely, each
segment is a sequence of 20 frames that are sampled every
five frames. Then, as shown in Fig. 4 (a), objects in every
frame are detected using M2Det [4]. It performs fast, accurate
multi-scale object detection by refining multi-level features
extracted by a backbone network (in our case VGG16 [14])
into more representative multi-level, multi-scale features via

C. Detailed Analysis
We report additional results obtained by our own experiments on 30 topics in last year’s AVS task. We aim at

1 We also tested average-pooling on projected features of 11 frames, and
max-pooling instead of average-pooling. Among all the tested cases, averagepooling on visual features of 11 frames achieved the best performance.

Fig. 2. Ranking of methods developed for AVS task (progress subtask).

Fig. 3. Performance comparison among four methods defined by different combinations of training data and the number of frames analysed for each shot.

the Multi-Level Feature Pyramid Network (MLPFN). In particular, M2Det that we used is trained on MS COCO dataset [5]
and detects 81 types of objects like person, car and bicycle.
Finally, each of detected objects is represented by a feature
extracted with SE-ResNeXT-101, which selectively weights
feature maps in a channel-wise fashion to emphasise useful
features for accurate image classification [6]. Especially, a
2048-dimensional feature extracted from the penultimate layer
of SE-ResNeXT-101 is used to describe an object.
Next, a graph like the one depicted in Fig. 4 (a) is created for
a segment in the following way: Objects in the same frame are
connected to each other if the distance between the centres of
their regions is less than 50 pixels. In addition, if two objects
in two consecutive frames have very similar features, they are
regarded as the same instance and connected to each other.
This way, all the segments are represented by graphs.
Fig. 4 (b) shows the structure of our event detection model
based on an ST-GCN, which extends the convolution operation
on grid-structured data like images to graphs [7]. Specifically,
pixels in a local image region form a grid structure which
assigns a spatial order to those pixels, such as the top-left

pixel, the top, second-leftmost pixel, and so on. Weights of
a convolution filter are applied to pixels based on this spatial
order. In contrast, nodes in a graph do not have such an order,
and the ST-GCN defines it by mapping nodes into certain
partitions. As shown in the red-coloured node and four bluecolored nodes in Fig. 4 (b), for each node vi , the set of
neighbouring nodes is defined as B(vi ) = {vj |d(vi , vj ) ≤ 1}.
We simply define the following two partitions for B(vi ): The
one only includes vi , and the other includes the nodes directly
connected to vi .
The main idea of the ST-GCN is to define a convolution
operation by applying different filter weights to nodes in a
different partition. This is formulated as follows:
fout (vi ) =

X
vj ∈B(vi )

1
fin (vj ) w (p(vj )) ,
|p(vj )|

(1)

where fin (vj ) denotes the 2048-dimensional feature of the
object corresponding to vj . p(vj ) indicates the partition to
which vj belongs, and w (p(vj )) is the filter weights defined
for p(vj ). In addition, |p(vj )| is the cardinality of p(vj ) and
used to balance the contribution of the partition only including

Fig. 4. A overview of our event detection method based on a GCN.

vi and the one including neighbouring nodes to the convolution
operation. The resulting fout (vi ) can be thought as a value that
abstracts the feature of the object corresponding to vi and those
of its surrounding objects. As shown in Fig. 4 (b), one feature
map is formed by computing fout (vi ) for each node in the
graph, and feature maps obtained using different filters can be
stacked. As a result, the feature of each node is refined into a
higher-level feature that considers not only the corresponding
object but also its surrounding ones.
After the graph convolution described above, global average
pooling is used to aggregate features of nodes in the graph into
a single feature. Finally, this feature is fed into an output layer
where multi-label classification for 36 classes is performed
based on the binary cross entropy loss. Here, 35 of these
classes correspond to 35 events defined in ActEV task and
the remaining one class expresses “no event happens”.
B. Results
The ST-GCN-based event detection model in Fig. 3 (b) is
trained on 5, 247 segments extracted from the training partition
in VIRAT V1 and V2 data. Adam optimiser with the initial
learning rate 0.00001 is used to train the model with 300
epochs. Then, the model is applied to 3, 956 segments in the
test partition. Finally, an interval where a certain event occurs
is identified as a sequence of segments for which this event
is continuously detected. Fig. 5 shows the ranking of event
detection methods developed for ActEV task. Our method
which gets a partial AUDC of 0.9682 is unfortunately ranked

at the bottom. We will improve it by investing the issues
described in the next section.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper introduced our methods developed for AVS
and ActEV tasks in TRECVID 2020. For AVS task, we use
VSE++ as the base model and examine the influence of using
large-scale training data on retrieval performances. Especially,
training dataset containing 3.6M image-caption pairs is created
by combining CC with MS COCO, and leads to VSE++ that
achieves a significantly improved performance. In addition,
we get one interesting finding that such a high performance
model can perform reasonable prediction of contents which are
invisible in the keyframe of a shot. In other words, for this
model, only analysing the keyframe is enough and analysing
multiple frames yields a very slight performance improvement.
We plan to improve our AVS method by adopting motion
and acoustic features as well as the ones that characterise the
transitions of frame-level visual features via a recurrent (or
convolutional) neural network. Moreover, we aim to improve
the processing of a caption (or topic) by explicitly modelling
the correspondence between noun phrases in it and object
regions in a frame.
For ActEV task, our method has much room for improvements. We describe some issues that are potentially useful
for performance improvements. First, the current ST-CGNbased model uses a softmax layer that is useful for multiclass classification where an example belongs to one of mul-

Fig. 5. Leaderboard for methods developed for TRECVID 2020 ActEV task.

tiple classes. But, multi-label classification where an example
belongs to multiple classes is more suitable for ActEV task,
because multiple events can occur in the same segment. We
will pursue to incorporate multi-label classification into the
ST-GCN-based model by adopting a binary cross-entropy loss.
Second, overfitting may be one of the main reasons for the
poor performance. To avoid it, we plan to utilise an attention
mechanism in order to selectively emphasise objects (nodes) or
feature dimensions that are relevant to detecting certain events.
Finally, the current ST-GCN-based model uses a very simple
configuration of filter weights by just grouping objects (nodes)
into two partitions. A significant performance improvement
could be obtained if filter weights could be configured based
on more sophisticated partitions that consider object categories
and temporal locations of frames.
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